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and Yogesh Sharma,

Accounts Officer, Medical

College, Jammu. 

The report says, "despite
annexing the photocopies of the
requisite documents, the
Purchase Committee accepted
the same and approved the rate
contract of the drug Maximizin-
625 mg in favour of the bidder
firm vide approval No.
GMC/J/PC-II/R C/EDL/12-
13/1021-59 dated 16.06.2012,
signed by Member Secretary". 

"Minutes of the meeting of
15 and 16 June, 2012 have been
found unsigned by the Vice-
Chairman of the Committee.
However, his signatures on the
Meeting Register and
Comparative statement have
been found appended. Two
important members of the
Purchase Committee, represen-
tatives of Drug Control
Organisation and Industries
Department have not attended
the meeting at all", says the
report adding, "the rate contract
has been issued by the Member
Secretary of the Purchase
Committee on 16.06.2012 and
the supplies of the drug have
been found made by the supplier
from November 9, 2012 to
November 24, 2012". 

Charging Verification Board
for colluding with the other offi-
cials, the report of Crime Branch
says, "the Verification Board
constituted by the Directorate of
Health Services consisting of
one Chairman and four mem-
bers, where the bulk of supplies
had gone, have passed the drug
without verification and have
marked the clearance and certi-
fied in violation", adding, "the
certificate stated that items as
per the bill have been received
on November 26, 2012 in full

strictly in accordance with pur-
chase order, approved
sample/specification entered in
the concerned register at page
No. 98/D after verification by
the Board. Analytical report in
order". 

"Though the bidder firm did
not fulfill all the requisite for-
malities as specified in the ten-
der notice, the Purchase
Committee-II without finalizing
the formalities and confirming
the authenticity of the docu-
ments submitted by M/s Lifeline
Pharmaco Surgicals as also
without approving the samples,
approved the rate of the firm in
respect of the supply of one
product i.e. Maximizin-625 mg
tablets out of 33 product for
which the firm had quoted", the
document says. 

The supplier firm had pro-
duced documents including
authorization certificate with the
tender documents, as well as
Analytical report with the sup-
plies. The form had quoted the
supply of Medley manufacture
products, but instead had sup-
plied drugs prepared through
one Sanative Pharmaceuticals
located at Dehradun
(Uttrakhand). 

" S a n a t i v e

Pharmaceuticals, Uttrakhand

was  also sealed by the

Uttrakhand authorities on

January 3, 2013 on the basis of

complaint of Drug Controller,

Jaipur, Rajasthan as the firm

had been found involved in

supply of spurious drugs to

Rajasthan Government,

whereupon a case FIR No.

01/2013 u/s 18,27,36 Drugs

and Cosmetic Act - 1940 r/w

Section 274, 275, 276 IPC has

been registered at P/S

Suhaspur, Vikas Nagar,

Dehradun on January 3, 2013

against the said firm". 

"Further, the tendering firm
had offered to supply
Maximizin-625 mg tablets to the
department in a strip of 1*10
tablets manufactured by Medley
Pharmaceuticals, Andheri East,
Mumbai but the supplier compa-
ny had supplied the medicines
manufactured by AFFY
Parentrals Gorrewalla, P.O.
Baddi District Solan (HP) and
marketed by M/s Medley
Pharmaceuticals. This variation
of the supplier was overlooked
not only by the verification
board of Directorate of Health
Services Kashmir, Srinagar but
also Purchasing officers of the
Drug Supplied units and their
verification  Boards", the report
says. 

The original Analytical
report of AFFY Parentrals sent
by the accused along with the
supplies of drug shows that 2,
50,000 Maximizin-625 mg
tablets had been manufactured
through Batch No. BPT -1583
whereas, 2, 65,000 Maximizin-
625mg tablets of the same batch
were found supplied by the sup-
plier company to the Health
Department. 

During the course of
inquiry, the Crime Branch dis-
covered, "M/s Medley
Pharmaceuticals Ltd. had not
issued any authorization to
M/s Lifeline Pharmaco
Surgical and that the latter
had entered into the tendering
process/supply of drugs by
producing fake and fabricated
authorization certificates,
reports of the original manu-
facturer without any legal
authorization". 

Further, the documents
seized from accused Ashok
Kumar Raina by the Crime
Branch also revealed that the
address of firm M/s Lifeline
Pharmaco Surgicals was also
fake, as firm was being operated
by accused person from H. No.
131/4 whereas H.No. 130/4 was
reflected by him in all the docu-
ments and correspondence. As
per the documents seized, the
accused had tried to establish
two more firms with name M/S
Modestra Health Care and M/s
Ostra Monetenovo Health Care,
for which accused had executed

fraudulent rent deeds with
Sanjiv Kumar co-owner of
H.No. 131/4, but the firms had
not been got registered by the
accused. 

Various investigating agen-
cies involved in investigation of
spurious drug scam had filed
their status report in High Court
yesterday. The Crime Branch,
Department of Health and
Medical Education, Drug
Controller Jammu and Kashmir
and Drug Controller General of
India had submitted their details.

Meanwhile, M/s Affy
Pharmaceuticals Pvt Ltd
through its counsels K S Johal
and Inderjeet Gupta has filed
a CMP No.934 of 2013 before
the Division Bench for inter-
vention in the matter and
modification of order dated
May 1, 2013. 

The counsel on behalf of the
petitioner has stated that M/s
Affy Pharmaceuticals Pvt Ltd
has no privity of contract with
M/s Lifeline Pharmaco
Surgicals and M/s Senative
Pharmaceuticals Pvt. Ltd neither
are they the supplier of
Maximizin nor have they manu-
factured the said brand in a strip
of 10 tablets. "There is no sem-
blance of evidence whatsoever
on the basis of which the appli-
cant can be connected with the
commission of offence", says
their petition. 

"M/s Affy Pharmaceuticals
had never signed any contract
or supplied any pharmaceutical
products against any
Government tender in the
Jammu and Kashmir.  The
applicant is the manufacturer
of brand in packaging of six
tablets in a strip whereas the
drug in question was of a total-
ly different packing of 10
tablets in a strip", they submit-
ted. 

The Division Bench issued
notice to the respondents in the
CMP. They also allowed the
application of Kashmir Bar
Association seeking intervention
in the scam. 

The Court directions came in
response to a PIL filed by Dr
Nisarul Hassan and Shafat
Rasool seeking directions from
High Court to constitute a
Committee of experts to look
into the scam.

2,30,084 spurious drugs consumed by patients in J&K

removed to the hospital
where he succumbed to injuries.
A police spokesman said here
that ASI Farooq Ahmad hailed
from Batamaloo area of Srinagar
and is survived by his wife, three
daughters and two sons.

The spokesman said that a
guard of honour and wreath lay-
ing ceremony was held for the
officer at Pulwama and his body
was later brought to Srinagar for
last rites. 

Police sources said that two

militants shot him at point

blank range and he received

two bullets in his head. The

killing created panic in the

township and senior police

and security officers rushed to

the spot to assess the situation. 

A man hunt has been
launched against the militants
responsible for the killing of the
ASI. However, no one was
arrested. A Hizbul Mujahideen
spokesman claimed responsibili-
ty for the attack.

The DIG said that militants
tonight fired at one Mudasir
Ahmad Mir son of Ghulam
Ahmad Mir of village Armola in
district Pulwama. He was shift-
ed to district hospital Pulwama
where he succumbed to his
injuries.

Sources said that militants

barged into his house and shot

at him from point blank range.

He received two bullets in his

head and was left in a pool of

blood. The reason behind his

killing is not known. He was

Imam of a local Masjid and

had left it two months ago.

For the past few years mili-
tants have been concentrating in
South Kashmir after security
forces put pressure on them in
North Kashmir and killed their
top commanders. 

Sources said that over the
years militants have made fresh
recruitments in South Kashmir
areas of Tral, Awantipora,
Pulwama, Kulgam , Pulwama
and Shopian.

In order to put pressure on
militants in South Kashmir, the
security forces set up two camps
at Wuyan and Chattergam
Budgam on the border of district
Pulwama.

The 50 RR of Army's count-
er insurgency Victor Force set
up a camp in village Hergam
Wuyan on April 25 to prevent
militants from targeting Srinagar
city and National Highway from
Lashkar-e-Toiba (LeT) and
Hizbul Mujahideen.

The LeT Divisional
Commander for South Kashmir,
Mohammad Qasim, is operating
in South Kashmir for over a year
now.

The Deputy of Qasim, Sajjad

from village Zewan in the out-
skirts of Srinagar is active in
South Kashmir for past 9 years. 

Police sources said that a top
LeT commander Sajjad
belonged to the area and he has
been making movements in the
area along with his associates
that led to the setting up of the
camp.

Earlier last year in October
Rashtriya Rifle of Victor Force
set up a camp in the outskirts of
Srinagar, in village Chattergam
in the Central Kashmir district
of Budgam bordering South
Kashmir. The camp was closed 3
years ago and was set up gain
last year to put pressure on mili-
tants in South Kashmir.

The decision to set up the
security camps in the outskirts
of Srinagar was taken in a
review meeting held on July 8
last year. 

It may be mentioned here
that large number of security
forces camps were closed in
South Kashmir few years ago
after improvement in the situa-
tion. Taking advantage of
decreased security presence,
militants are trying to re-group.

The security forces don't
want to take a chance at a time
when Amarnath Yatra is round
the corner and lakhs of pilgrims
travel through South Kashmir
for Darshan.

Last year in July militants
targeted an Army party in
Pampore town on the National
Highway when tourism was at
its peak and thousands of
Amarnath Yatris were using
Srinagar-Jammu national high-
way for the pilgrimage.

In the meantime sources said
that security forces have extended
the operation that they launched
against recently infiltrated group
of militants on May 7 to the adja-
cent area of the Budnal forests
along the LoC in Kupwara.
Army's 4 para, 6/11 GR, 16
Grenadiers, 41 RR, 4 Kohman
and Special Operations Group of
Jammu and Kashmir Police are
fanning the entire forest area to
prevent them militant group from
escaping from the cordoned area. 

Meanwhile, Chief Minister
Omar Abdullah has condemned
the killing of ASI, Farooq
Ahmad Sheikh at Rajpora
Chowk in Pulwama district and
described it an act of cowardice.

In his condolence message to
the bereaved family and the
Police Department, the Chief
Minister has expressed his soli-
darity with them and highlighted
the martyrdom of police jawans.
He has prayed for peace to the
departed soul while conveying
his sympathy to the bereaved
family.

ASI shot dead in Pulwama

Bhau bagged prestigious

first position in Science secur-

ing 489 marks out of a total of

500. Deepak Sharma of Nav

Adarsh HSS Kathua got sec-

ond place with 488 marks and

Charul of Government HSS

Ramkote, Kathua and

Lakshay Mahajan of Adarsh

Vidya Peeth HSS Samba

shared third position with 483

marks.

Abishek Jasrotia of RS
Jagriti Niketan HSS Kathua and
Chakshu Gupta of Government
HSS Billawar shared fourth
position with 482 marks while
fifth position went to Tanu Devi
of RS Jagriti Niketan  with 481
marks.

Ankita Aggarwal of Oriental
Academy, Afghan Mohalla
bagged sixth position taking 480
marks. Three students shared
seventh position with 479
marks. They included Gokul
Sharma of Shiksha Niketan HSS
Jeevan Nagar, Jaideep Singh
Sambyal of Government HSS
(Boys) Samba and Sonal Abrol
of Brahmrishi Bawra Shanti
Vidya Peeth HSS Udhampur.

Akshat Jandyal Mehta of
Oriental Academy, Radhika
Bandral of Government Girls
HSS Samba and Shubam Gupta
of Shiksha Niketan HSS, Jeevan
Nagar shared eighth position
securing 476 marks while ninth
position was also shared by
three students including Rohit
Tikoo of SRML HSS Parade
Ground, Ruchika Bali of
International HSS Rajouri and
Vimaljeet Khajuria of
Brahmrishi Bawra Shanti Vidya
Peeth HSS Udhampur with 475
marks.

Six students shared 10th
position in Science taking
Akshay Parihar of United Public
HSS Channi Himmat, Baby
Pallavi of Shiksha Niketan HSS
Jeevan Nagar, Chahat Sharma of
Government HSS Ramnagar,
Dikshant Gupta of RS Jagriti
Niketan HSS Kathua, Juhi
Gupta and Rajat Sharma, both
from Shiksha Niketan HSS
Jeevan Nagar.

Rahul Kumar of Sir
Abraham Lincoln Embark
Garrison HSS Bishnah and
Sehar Zulfiqar of SP HSS
Exchange Road shared first
position in Commerce faculty
with 468 marks while Swati
Gupta of Indira Public HSS
Shanti Nagar, Janipur stood sec-
ond taking 466 marks. Third
position went to Akash Sharma
of SRML HSS Parade Ground
with 465 marks.

Shifali Sharma of
Government Girls HSS Rehari
stood fourth taking 463 marks
while fifth position went to
Taniya Gupta of Little Flower
HSS Greater Kailash, who had
461 marks.

Naina Gupta of Government
Girls HSS Mubarak Mandi
bagged sixth position with 459
marks while Seema Devi of May
Fair HSS Chand Nagar secured
seventh position taking 457
marks. Eighth position went to
Jatinder Kour of Montessori
Nargis Dutt Sr. Sec School RS

Pura.
Three students shared ninth

position taking 455 marks. They
included Alisha Dogra of
Government Girls HSS
Mubarak Mandi, Anurag Gupta
of SRML HSS Parade Ground
and Neha Anand of Government
Hari Singh HSS Jammu. Ritika
Virdi claimed 10th position for
May Fair HSS Chand Nagar at
454 marks.

Sarish Gupta of Government
HSS Nagrota Gujroo, Kathua
topped in Arts faculty taking 449
marks. Second position in Arts
was shared by Rasmeet Kour of
Government Girls HSS
Mubarak Mandi and Vikas
Chalotra of Government HSS
(Boys) Allah, Bishnah with 444
marks. Third position was again
shared by two students including
Amandeep Singh of RN Tagore
HSS Nanak Nagar and Celesty
Angral of Government Boys
HSS, Gole Gujral.

Fourth position went to
Abrar Ahmed Lone of
Himalayan Education Mission
HSS Rajouri with 437 marks
while fifth position was shared
by Pinky Kumari of
Government Girls HSS
Udhampur and Shivani Sharma
of Kailash Shiksha Academy
HSS Chack Murar, who secured
435 marks.

Sonia Shahi clinched sixth
position for Shiksha Niketan
HSS Jeevan Nagar with 434
marks while Amjed Iqbal
bagged seventh slot with 433
marks. He is a student of
Himalayan Education Mission
HSS Rajouri.

Deepika Sharma of Jammu
Public HSS Sainik Colony
bagged eighth position taking
432 marks.

Barsha Rani of Government
Girls HSS Akhnoor and
Paramjeet Kour Toor of Shiksha
Niketan HSS Jeevan Nagar
shared ninth position with 431
marks. Maheshwari Sharma of
Government Girls HSS
Mubarak Mandi got 10th posi-
tion at 430 marks.

Noureen of Government
Girls HSS Mubarak Mandi
topped in Home Science taking
422 marks. Shriya Tikku of the
same school stood second with
416 marks of Sheikha Mahajan
of Government Girls HSS
Shastri Nagar came third with
410 marks.

Harleen Kour from
Government Girls HSS
Mubarak Mandi secured fourth
position with 383 marks. Fifth
position was shared by Arti
Dogra of Government Girls
HSS Mubarak Mandi and
Devinder Kour of Government
Girls HSS Bishnah with 379
marks.

Neha Kumari, Nivedana,
Bhavna and Manvi Singh, all
students of Government Girls
HSS Mubarak Mandi secured
sixth, seventh, eighth and nine
positions with 378, 377, 371
and 370 marks respectively.

Tenth position went to
Assma Kousar of Government
Girls HSS Shastri Nagar with
368 marks.

Boys edge in Science; girls

dominate Commerce, Arts

Bansal, Ashwani resign; hawala 

money used to pay bribe
who lost out in race for Chief

Ministership in Karnataka,

told his supporters not to be

disheartened because he may

be given the Railway portfolio.

Meanwhile, hawala route
was used for payment of bribe
money in the Railway graft
scandal, a preliminary probe by
CBI showed, as the agency
asked senior Railway officials to
join its investigations.

As the scandal put Railway
Minister P K Bansal in the dock
after his nephew Vijay Singla
was among those arrested in the
alleged Rs 10 crore Railway
bribery scandal, the agency
shortlisted 500 phone calls for
scrutiny from out of the 1,000
intercepted calls mainly among
the four arrested accused.

CBI sources said that over
1,000 phone calls were inter-
cepted during the two-month
long surveillance on arrested
member of Railway Board
Mahesh Kumar and Singla. CBI
has so far arrested eight acc-
cused in the case.

The sources said these calls
were among four key players in
the scandal—Kumar, Singla and
middlemen Manjunath and
Sandeep Goyal.

The location of Singla during
surveillance of CBI showed his
frequent presence at Railway
Minister’s residence and Rail
Bhawan, the sources claimed.

The sources said one impor-
tant aspect which is under probe
is how the bribe money was
brought to Chandigarh from
Bangalore.

According to preliminary
investigation, the initial bribe
money was not physically
brought from Bangalore but
through Hawala route and
Manjunath allegedly used his
contacts in Delhi to manage
money and got it delivered to
Singla in Chandigarh, they said.

The agency alleged that a
part payment of Rs 90 lakh was
delivered to Singla after which it
carried out searches at their
premises and recovered the
bribe amount.

Kumar was in between ele-
vated from GM (West) to
Member (Staff) in Railway
Board, a post in which he was
not very apparently interested.
He then allegedly asked Goyal
to help him retain the additional
charge of GM (West) for which
the middleman demanded Rs
two crore as immediate pay-
ment.

The sources said a discussion

on the transfer of the Railway
Board member in specific terms
could not be traced so far in the
intercepts of direct phone calls
between Singla and Kumar.

However, there were calls in
which Singla is purported to be
assuring Kumar that the work
would be done. Kumar was
allegedly assured that he will get
the lucrative post of Member
(Electrical) in exchange for
“pecuniary gratification.”

BJP today said the resigna-
tion of Railway Minister Pawan
Kumar Bansal is a step taken
"too late" and charged the
Government with "wasting" the
precious time of Parliament by
not agreeing to its demand.

The opposition party hoped
that the probe into the railway
bribery scam will now go in the
right direction and truth will
come out.

"This is a step taken too late.
Had the Government agreed to
the BJP demand earlier, they
could have saved precious time
of Parliament," BJP spokesper-
son Shahnawaz Hussain told
reporters.

He said the resignation has
been delayed "deliberately" and
claimed that the minister had no
right to stay in his position.

"BJP leader Sushma Swaraj
had made the demand that if the
two ministers (Law Minister
Ashwani Kumar and Bansal)
resign, Parliament can function
normally. They have wasted the
precious time of Parliament by
not agreeing to our demand. The
BJP now expects that the probe
into the railway scam will go in
the right direction," Hussain
said.

Noting that the resignation
has came much late, BJP Vice
President Mukhtar Abbas Naqvi
said, "the kingdom of loot is
now on fire" and "neither the
looters nor their protectors will
be saved".

He said the anger of people
has now been converted into
hatred and they will teach a les-
son to the "corrupt" in the com-
ing elections. He hoped that
instead of putting an abrupt end
to the Parliament session,
Government should have put an
end to corruption and those
involved in it.

Hussain said the party will
not remain silent and will keep
raising the issue of railway
bribery as well as that of the
Law Minister's alleged interfer-
ence in CBI functioning. (PTI)

Thereafter, Antony
announced in the meeting that
Siddaramaiah, who was Leader
of Opposition in the Legislative
Assembly, was the CLP leader.

Siddaramaiah was in a
straight fight with Union Labour
and Employment Minister M
Mallikarjuna Kharge for the
coveted post. (PTI)

Sidda to be new Karnataka CM

as SHO Police Station Rehmbal
in place of Inspector Pardeep
Gupta, who has been transferred
and posted in DPL Udhampur.

DySP Probationer Ghulam
Mustafa Bhat has been trans-
ferred and posted as SHO
Majalta in place of Inspector
Kewal Kishore Gupta, who has

been shifted as SHO Police
Station Chenani in place of
Surinder Singh Baloria. Baloria
has been transferred to DPL
Udhampur and posted as RI.

This was second major
reshuffle at Police Station level
in Udhampur district during past
few weeks.

8 SHOs transferred

Excelsior Correspondent

SAMBA, May 10: Ex MLA
and district president Congress
Samba district, Prakash Sharma
along with Vinod Kumar Youth
Congress president Samba
Constituency and Kundan Lal
Gupta district secretary
Congress visited villages of
Nareter, Taloor and Sumb today.

The people in the area

apprised the Congress leaders of

their problems. At village

Nareter people informed them

about the acute shortage of

drinking water and alleged that

neither any hand pump nor any

tube well has been dug in the

village. The villagers of Taloor

said that there is no road connec-

tivity from Sumb to the village

and demanded the construction

of the same.

The visiting team assured the

people that their problems will

be brought in the notice of con-

cerned authorities for their

speedy disposal.

Ex-MLA tours Samba villages

Excelsior Correspondent

JAMMU, May 10: A team
of BJP leaders led by State gen-
eral secretary, Bali Bhagat and
district president Akhnoor,
Sukh Dev Singh Jamwal ,today
conducted an extensive tour of
Raipur-Domana Mandal  to
take stock of the problems
being faced by the people of the
area.

The BJP leaders visited
Chinor, Bantalab, Thather, Kot-
Bhalwal, Karwanda, Gharota,
Dehran, Kangrail, Marjali,
Bawa wala Talab, Barnai and
Muthi. The local people while
apprising them of their prob-
lems alleged that the
Government ahs totally ignored
them.

Bali Bhagat said that
Dehran to Gharota road is in
dilapidated condition. More
than two years have passed but
construction work of bridge
over a nallah at Kot area has not
been taken up so far for which
the estimate of Rs 22 lac has
already been submitted to the
higher authorities. To develop

the lane and drain on Barnai-
Bantalab road, an amount of Rs
3 crore and 93 lakh was sanc-
tioned during financial year
2009-10, but R&B authorities
have failed to take up the con-
struction work in hand till date.
The people are suffering due to
acute shortage of water, power
cuts and low voltage in these
areas, he added.

Bali Bhagat, while address-
ing the people at Kangrail and
Barnai charged the Coalition
Government of its total failure
in addressing the miseries of
the people of the state.He
alleged, that the Congress has
also betrayed the people of the
Jammu who voted their legisla-
tors to power. The coalition
Government has no right to
continue in power, he added. 

The prominent among oth-
ers  who accompanied the Bali
Bhagat include Joginder Singh
Chib, district Vice President,
Ahnoor, Omi Khajuria, former
corporator and district General
Secretary and Narinder Singh,
Mandal Pradhan.

Concern over insanitation

in Durga Nagar
Excelsior Correspondent

JAMMU, Mar 10: BJP
leader and Ex Corporator Sheela
Handoo has expressed grave
concern over the prevailing
insanitation in various localities
of Ward No 64.

In a statement issued here
today she criticized the Jammu
Municipal Corporation (JMC)
authorities for not paying proper
attention to this ward and alleged
that huge garbage dumps are
lying scattered in Durga Nagar
and Roop Nagar localities.

She said out of 27 Safai

Karamcharis for the area only
five are on the job and fate of
others is unknown.

She said that matter was
brought in the notice of Mr
Darshan Kumar SO JMC who
visited the area today. Mrs
Handoo alleged that garbage
dumps emitting foul smell have
made the lives of people hellish
in the area.

She in an appeal to JMC
authorities urged them to look
into the problem and ensure
proper cleanliness of the area
including its lanes and drains.

BJP leaders tour Raipur,

Domana Mandal

Quiz Competition held at

Jodhamal Public School
Excelsior Correspondent

JAMMU, May 10: A quiz
competition based on the title
“Analogy of Ancient
Civilizations of India and
China” was held at Jodhamal
Public School, here today.

5 teams with 3 students each
participated in the competition
which was conducted in four
rounds. 

The first round was warm up
round followed by “Passing the
question” while the final round

was the buzzer round.

It was conducted jointly by

Reejuta Mahajan and Arpita

Salgotra of Class X-A.

Team Ravi was declared the

winner by winning 25 points fol-

lowed by team Indus with 20

points, while Chenab bagged the

third position with 15 points.

The audience which included

students of JMPS enjoyed and

learnt new facts related to the

subject with great interest and

fervour.

BEIJING, May 10:

India today raised its con-
cern with China's new Premier
Li Keqiang over recent incur-
sion by the People's Liberation
Army troops in the Ladakh
region, calling for steps to
ensure that such incidents do
not recur.

External Affairs Minister
Salman Khurshid flagged
India's concern over the incident
to Li when he called on him
here.

"I brought up the border
matter. I wanted endorsement
from their side to what we were
hoping would be (the) way in
which to ensure to the best of
our ability as much as humanly
possible that such episodes do
not recur," he told reporters.

Chinese troops intruded 19
kms into Indian territory in
Daulat Beig Oldi (DBO) sector
in the Depsang Valley on April
15, triggering a row. The three-
week stand off ended on May 5
when Chinese troops withdrew
to their original position.

"We put a lid on it so that we
can talk about all the positive
things we are working on. The
positives (in continuing the
bilateral relations) are far reach-
ing meaningful, rewarding for
both of us as they have tremen-
dous potential," Khurshid said
in response to a question.

Earlier, the India-China joint
mechanism on border coordina-
tion met here to review the
recent stand off.

The border mechanism
headed by Gautam Bambawale,
Joint Secretary East of the
External Affairs Ministry and
his Chinese counterpart met for
the first time to review the

Depsang valley incident and
steps to be taken to ensure that it
was not repeated.

A military delegation from
India also joined the talks, offi-
cials said.

Replying to a question
whether what took place at
Daulat Beig Oldi was an incur-
sion, Khurshid said, "It was
reflection of our differing per-
ceptions about Line of Actual
Control. The view that we took
the place where the tents were
fixed by the Chinese platoon is
a view that in the resolution was
accepted and they returned from
there." 

"It is not a view we accepted
by saying OK you remain there.
If we continue to talking about
it would appear as though prob-
lem may not have been solved,"
Khurshid said.

"Therefore without running
from the incident," as all facts

are available transparently, the
two sides resolved the issue, he
said.

"The stand off at the Daulat
Beig Oldi was resolved due to
the joint mechanism which was
put to use to the successful con-
clusion," he said.

"In my meetings today I
requested that each one of us
has some take away in the man-
ner in which mechanism was
put to use to come to this suc-
cessful conclusion. In that take
away is there something that we
can figure to ensure that such an
episode does not happen again,"
Khurshid said.

"I requested that we could
both do this exercise. I must say
this was received very positive-
ly, very well," he said.

The Chinese side is looking
forward to 16th round of
Special Representative talks to
take place.

"There is tremendous satis-
faction on Chinese side about
the forward movement the past
15 rounds have achieved," he
said.

Besides meeting Li,
Khurshid also met State
Councillor and China's new
Special Representative for bor-
der talks Yang Jiechi who was
expected to hold the next round
with his Indian counterpart
National Security Advisor
Shivshankar Menon.

"We shared a view that it was
done in a mature, sensible and
reasonable way using the mecha-
nism we have in place. That
clearly is our position that any-
thing of this nature or the larger
issue not of having settled the
border issue should not stand in
the way of exercising our oppor-
tunity of working together in
vast number of fields highlight-
ed," Khurshid said.(PTI)

India calls for steps to avoid incidents like Daulat Beig Oldi

IIA J&K Centre

holds election
Excelsior Correspondent

JAMMU, May 10: Indian
Institute of Architects J&K
Centre today decided to organ-
ise seminars and building mate-
rial exhibitions for the aware-
ness of general masses.

Earlier, elections of the
Indian Institute of Architects,
J&K Centre were held for the
year 2012-2014. S.L. Suri was
elected as Chairman, Devinder
Gupta as Vice Chairman, Vikas
Dubey as Hony. Treasurer,
Harbinder Pal Singh as Hony.
Secretary, Anil Anand, Gautam
Khajuria, Maharaj Krishan,
Maninder Singh, Randhir
Chand, Ravinder Kumar  as
Executive Members.

BSP leaders take stock

of people' problems
Excelsior Correspondent

SAMBA, May 10:  A team of
leaders of Bahujan Samaj Party
(BSP) comprising State presi-
dent, Tulsi Dass Langeh, State
treasurer, Rattan Kumar Bhagat,
District president, Kunj Lal,
coordinator Vijaypur Vidhan
Sabha, Jagdish Raj Verma, con-
ducted a tour of the border areas
of Vijaypur constituency and
took stock of the people's griev-
ances.

The leaders addressed a
series of meetings at Keso,
Kamor, Rangoor, Govindpur,
Nanga, Chak-Chanda,

Mandalial and SM Pur. They
interacted with the people and
listened to their problems. Most
of the people complained that
BPL ration cards have been
issued to ineligible families
while the deserving families
have not been issued the same.

Some people from labour
class also complained that they
were not getting ration from the
Government Ration Depot.
People also complained of irreg-
ular electric supply.

BSP leaders urged the con-
cerned higher-ups to look into
the matter and redress the griev-
ances of the people.


